


NORTH�AMERICA’S�COMPLETE�BARRIER�SYSTEM:�LOWEST�COST�TO�PuRCHASE/RENT,�LOWEST�COST�TO�INSTALL/REMOvE,�LOWEST�DEFLECTION

PIN-DOWN���������H�W��H�H����(8.8”�Dynamic�Deflection)
Meets MASH requirements (Manual for Accessing Safety Hardware) - FHWA Letter B-52C

�L���R������WHP�IR��/D�H��HFR��W��FWLR���SSOLFDWLR��
MASH crash tested at 6” from a 36” deep vertical cut.  
The J-J Hooks® Pin-Down Barrier system provides:  
unprecedented protection, maximum lane utilization, 
and superior performance. 

Pin-Down�Feat�res�&�Benefits:
 � Easy Installation (3 pins for 12’ section, 4 pins for  

20’ section, 6 pins for 30’ section, or as approved  
by state DOTs)

 � Headed 48” pin with mating tools for speedy  
installation and removal

 � Maximum protection for excavations located within  
6 inches of pinned barrier

 � Available for Private Applications: wharf & dock, 
sports & convention centers, railroad, and 
perimeter security.

Threaded removable pin extension used for installation & removal

Pin installed

Removing pin Pin removed

Pins installed - 3 minutes each

BOLT-DOWN���������H�W��H�H����(5.9”�Dynamic�Deflection)
North America’s Only 2 Bolt MASH-Tested Barrier - FHWA Letter B-52B

Hole is �lled with grout after bolt removal

Square washer has tab bent to 
prevent bolt from vibrating loose.

Threaded Anchor is  
recessed up to1/2”

��RS�LHWD����ROW����HPEO�

Reusable Bolt

HY-200R 
Adhesive

Structural Washer

®

FREE-STANDING:�MASH�&�NCHRP-350,�Test�Le�el�3
MASH 64.2” de�ection FHWA Letter B-300 and 63” de�ection for 20’ section with 12” J-Hook 
FHWA Letter B-307. NCHRP 350 51.2” dynamic defection FHWA Letter B-52

Road Construction Security Crowd Control
They are used to create  
temporary or permanent 
physical security barrier by 
de�ning a “Setback Distance”, 
to fortify high risk sites. 
They serve as a deterrent to 
terrorists and can prevent 
vehicular intrusion, closing 
o� potentially dangerous 
areas or vital objects.

Crowd control barriers act as 
a physical and psychological 
barrier, by de�ning “no access” 
zones, and to designate  
areas for lines, redirect  
pedestrian �ows into new  
patterns. Additionally, the  
sections can be modi�ed to 
include a top-mounted  
security fence.

J-J Hooks tra�c barriers reduce 
the risk of head-on collisions and 
construction worker accidents 
from out-of-control vehicles 
crossing over the median, or 
into work zones. The weight of 
barriers and the interlocking J-J 
Hooks design provide su�cient 
inertia to redirect an impacting 
vehicle without requiring  
attachment to the highway.

Look for the unique J-J Hooks design features

Accept only the original!

V�TAPER J�HOOK

The J-Hook Connector and the V-Taper are U.S. trademarks of Easi-Set Worldwide.

�D�L��HW��LOWL��ROW����F�R�������H�L�H����WHP�IR����L�JH��SSOLFDWLR��
Partnering with international brand, Hilti Corporation, Easi-Set  
Worldwide o�ers a proprietary Bolt Assembly and Adhesive System  
for anchoring precast barrier to bridges.
 Bolt-Down�Feat�res�&�Benefits:
 � Allows fast, easy removal of barriers without �ame-cutting bolts  

or damage to the bridge deck
 � Easy installation (2 bolts for 12’  section, 3 bolts for 20’ section, 4 bolts 

for 30’ section, or as approved by state DOTs), bolts are reusable
 � Anchoring system used with HY-200R Adhesive (Hilti)
 � Six inch anchors are recessed for easy bridge deck patching 

Drilling hole Cleaning hole with air and brushing

Installing Anchoring SystemInjecting HY-200R Adhesive

“One man and a loader operator can  
install 6,000 feet per shift!”

1R�W���PH�LFD����R�W��RS�OD����HFD�W�&R�F�HWH��D��LH���
�R�H���D������LOOLR��/L�HD���HHW��I�-�-��RRN���D��LH��,��WDOOH���R��DWH�
J-J Hooks, proprietary precast concrete safety barrier, has  
been manufactured for over 35 years and is currently being  
sold at a pace of one million feet annually, making it the  
most widely used safety barrier connection design for road  
construction and security applications in North America.

The maximum angle between 
barriers is approximately  
7 degrees. The minimum  

achievable radius is dependant 
on barrier length. Examples: 

8-foot barriers = 68’ radius
10-foot barriers = 84’ radius

12-foot barriers = 100’ radius
20-foot barriers = 165’ radius
30-foot barriers = 246’ radius

J-J Hooks easily 
work a curve

Crash Test Installation photos

Crash Test Installation Photos


